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Description

BACKGROUND

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a fault tolerant
system using virtual machines and a method for perform-
ing a fault tolerant using virtual machines. ,

RELATED ART

[0002] The fault tolerant system is a system that is able
to continue operation without crashing the overall system
even in a situation where a defect is occurred in a part
of a system configuration, and is particularly applied to
a system that is required to have a high availability and
uninterrupted system availability. For example, a server
computer employing a fault tolerant system is capable to
output correct data without having a communication error
in response to a network access from a client application
of an external device even in a situation where a hard-
ware failure is occurred.
[0003] As disclosed in JP-A-2009-080695, corre-
sponding to document US 2009/0837351 there has been
known a technique that realizes the fault tolerant system
in virtual machines running on two computers that com-
municates each another. The fault tolerant system using
the virtual machines synchronizes execution states of
those two virtual machines to execute the same opera-
tion. When a failure occurs in one of the computers, the
virtual machine that operates in the other computer takes
over processing, to thereby continuously provide a serv-
ice of the system without any interruption.
[0004] In the fault tolerant system using virtual ma-
chines, one of the virtual machines is set as a primary
virtual machine, and the other of the virtual machines is
set as a secondary virtual machine. The primary virtual
machine is configured to execute the same operation
ahead of the secondary virtual machine and to take over
the control of input/output with respect to external devic-
es.
[0005] In general, when two computers that execute
the same program receive an input from an external de-
vice precisely at the same timing, the two computers ex-
ecute the same operation, and output the same data.
Therefore, when an interrupt is generated based on an
external input in the fault tolerant system using the virtual
machines, the fault tolerant system allows the primary
virtual machine to transmit a timing at which the interrupt
is generated to the secondary virtual machine as syn-
chronization information. Then, the secondary virtual ma-
chine that is running with a delay generates a virtual in-
terrupt at the same timing as the timing notified by the
synchronization information, whereby the primary virtual
machine and the secondary virtual machine execute the
same operation in synchronization with each other.
[0006] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-

ration of a conventional fault tolerant system using the
virtual machines. As illustrated in FIG. 6, a fault tolerant
system 60 includes a primary machine 600 and a sec-
ondary machine 700 which are connected to each other
on a network.
[0007] In the primary machine 600, a primary hypervi-
sor 620 is running on a primary hardware 610 which is a
physical computer environment, and a primary virtual
machine 630 is configured. In the primary virtual machine
630, a primary guest OS (Operating System) 640 is run-
ning, and an application 650 is executed on the primary
guest OS 640.
[0008] The primary hardware 610 is equipped with a
variety of devices such as a CPU (Central Processing
Unit), a memory, a network interface card (NIC), and a
storage.
[0009] The primary virtual machine 630 is allocated
with a part of a hardware resource of the primary hard-
ware 610, and takes over the control of input/output with
respect to the external device in a virtual computer envi-
ronment. The primary virtual machine 630 is managed
by the primary hypervisor 620.
[0010] Likewise, in the secondary machine 700, a sec-
ondary hypervisor 720 is running on a secondary hard-
ware 710 which is a physical computer environment, and
a secondary virtual machine 730 is configured. In the
secondary virtual machine 730, a secondary guest OS
740 is running, and an application 750 is executed on
the secondary guest OS 740.
[0011] The secondary hardware 710 is equipped with
a variety of devices such as a CPU, a memory, a network
interface card (NIC), and a storage.
[0012] The secondary virtual machine 730 is allocated
with a part of a hardware resource of the secondary hard-
ware 710, and operates in synchronization with the pri-
mary virtual machine 630 in a virtual computer environ-
ment. The secondary virtual machine 730 is managed
by the secondary hypervisor 720.
[0013] In the conventional fault tolerant system 60, the
execution states of the primary virtual machine 630 and
the secondary virtual machine 730 are synchronized with
each other in the following procedure.
[0014] Upon receiving an external interrupt from the
primary hardware 610, the primary hypervisor 620 inputs
the external interrupt to the primary virtual machine 630.
[0015] Then, the primary virtual machine 630 inputs a
virtual interrupt to the primary guest OS 640. Now, an
input of the virtual interrupt from the primary virtual ma-
chine 630 to the primary guest OS 640 will be described.
[0016] When a virtual machine context switching event
such as an external interrupt, a privileged instruction, or
an exception occurs during processing of the primary
guest OS 640, the processing of the primary guest OS
640 is suspended, a guest OS context is switched to a
virtual machine context, and the processing is transi-
tioned to the primary virtual machine 630.
[0017] If the primary virtual machine 630 needs to input
the virtual interrupt on the primary guest OS 640 accord-
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ing to various events at its timing, the primary virtual ma-
chine 630 configures the virtual interrupt. When the vir-
tual interrupt is configured, the primary virtual machine
630 terminates the processing, and when the processing
is returned to the primary guest OS 640 suspended at
the time of generating the event, the virtual interrupt is
input to the primary guest OS 640.
[0018] When the primary virtual machine 630 inputs
the virtual interrupt to the primary guest OS 640, the pri-
mary virtual machine 630 transmits the synchronization
information to the secondary virtual machine 730. The
synchronization information includes identification infor-
mation on the virtual interrupt, and synchronization timing
information for inputting the virtual interrupt.
[0019] The synchronization timing information is infor-
mation for inputting the virtual interrupt to the secondary
guest OS 740 at the same timing as that of the virtual
interrupt input to the primary guest OS 640, and includes
information indicating an execution suspension position
and the number of execution instructions specific to the
CPU.
[0020] As the execution suspension position, a value
of a program counter, which indicating an address of an
instruction executed when the virtual interrupt is input,
may be used. The number of execution instructions may
be measured by a CPU execution instruction number
counter of a performance counter provided in the CPU.
[0021] In measuring the number of execution instruc-
tions, when the primary virtual machine 630 inputs the
virtual interrupt to the primary guest OS 640, the CPU
execution instruction number counter is cleared to zero,
and the CPU execution instruction number counter is en-
abled before restarting the execution of the primary guest
OS 640. As a result, the number of instructions executed
by the primary guest OS 640 since a previous virtual in-
terrupt input is counted.
[0022] When only the execution suspension position
is used as the synchronization timing information, a tim-
ing of the virtual interrupt input cannot be specified in a
case where an instruction indicative of the execution sus-
pension position is included in a loop processing or in a
conditional branch destination, because the instruction
is executed every time when the loop or the conditional
branch is processed.
[0023] Also, when only the number of execution in-
structions is used as the synchronization timing informa-
tion, the secondary guest OS 740 cannot be suspended
with the designated number of execution instructions due
to a speed-up technique such as a pipeline processing,
and unavoidably be suspended beyond the number of
execution instructions. Accordingly, the virtual interrupt
cannot be input to the secondary guest OS 740 at the
same timing as that of the primary guest OS 640.
[0024] Under the circumstance, the execution suspen-
sion position and the number of execution instructions
are combined together as the synchronization timing in-
formation, and the number of execution instructions is
confirmed every time the instruction indicated by the ex-

ecution suspension position in the secondary guest OS
740 is processed. As a result, the secondary guest OS
740 is suspended at the same timing as that when the
virtual interrupt is input in the primary guest OS 640.
[0025] Therefore, when the primary virtual machine
630 inputs the virtual interrupt to the primary guest OS
640 after suspending the execution of the primary guest
OS 640, the primary virtual machine 630 acquires a value
of a program counter at the time of suspending the exe-
cution by the primary guest OS 640, and a value of the
CPU execution instruction number counter to generate
the synchronization timing information. Then, the primary
virtual machine 630 transmits the identification informa-
tion on the virtual interrupt and the synchronization timing
information to the secondary virtual machine 730 as the
synchronization information.
[0026] The secondary virtual machine 730 that re-
ceived the synchronization information suspends the ex-
ecution of the secondary guest OS 740 according to the
synchronization timing information. The operation of the
secondary virtual machine 730 in this situation will be
described with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 7.
[0027] A break instruction is embedded in a program
position designated by the execution suspension position
of the synchronization timing information (S401), and the
secondary guest OS 740 is restarted (S402). Then, when
the secondary guest OS 740 stops (yes in S403), the
CPU execution instruction number counter is confirmed,
and if the counter value matches the designated number
of execution instructions (yes in S404), the secondary
guest OS 740 is suspended at the stop position (S405).
If the counter value does not match the designated
number of execution instructions (no in S404), the sec-
ondary guest OS 740 is restarted (S402) and repeats
confirming the number of execution instructions.
[0028] When the secondary virtual machine 730 sus-
pends the secondary guest OS 740, the secondary virtual
machine 730 configures the virtual interrupt according to
the virtual interrupt identification information of the syn-
chronization information (S406), and restarts the second-
ary guest OS 740 (S407). As a result, the virtual interrupt
is input to the secondary guest OS 740 at the same timing
as that of the primary guest OS 640, and the execution
states of the primary virtual machine 630 and the sec-
ondary virtual machine 730 are synchronized with each
other.
[0029] When a hardware failure occurs in either one
of the primary machine 600 and the secondary machine
700, the synchronization of the execution states is dis-
turbed. When the synchronization of the execution states
is disturbed, a value of output data becomes different
between the primary virtual machine 630 and the sec-
ondary virtual machine 730. Under the circumstance, the
fault tolerant system 60 checks an output of the primary
virtual machine 630 against an output of the secondary
virtual machine 730, and if the values of the output data
are different from each other, it is determined that a hard-
ware failure is occurred.
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[0030] For the purpose of executing this failure deter-
mination processing, the secondary virtual machine 730
is equipped with an output data checking unit 731, which
collects the output data of the primary virtual machine
630, and checks the collected output data against the
output data of the secondary virtual machine 730.
[0031] As described above, when the primary virtual
machine 630 inputs the virtual interrupt to the primary
guest OS 640, the primary guest OS 640 should be sus-
pended at a position where the secondary guest OS 740
is also be suspended at the same position.
[0032] However, when the primary guest OS 640 is
suspended due to a virtual machine context switching
event such as an external interrupt, and the control is
transferred to the primary virtual machine 630, the sus-
pension position of the primary guest OS 640 may be in
the critical section. In the present specification, the critical
section is a section in a program that crashes a process
when a plurality of processing is executed on a single
resource at the same timing, and is a section where an
exclusive control such as break instruction disablement
is performed by the program.
[0033] In this case, when the virtual interrupt is input
to the primary guest OS 640 at the suspension position,
which is within the critical section, even if the break in-
struction is embedded in the same position, the second-
ary guest OS 740 cannot be suspended at the same po-
sition, and the secondary guest OS 740 is suspended
after processing the critical section,. In this case, the vir-
tual interrupt position is shifted, and the execution states
become out of synchronization.

SUMMARY

[0034] Exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion provide a fault tolerant system and a method for per-
forming a fault tolerant that inputs a virtual interrupt based
on the external interrupt in the primary virtual machine
to the secondary virtual machine at the same timing,
thereby allowing the primary virtual machine and the sec-
ondary virtual machine to execute the parallel synchro-
nization operation, in which the virtual interrupt timing in
the primary virtual machine is adjusted so that the virtual
interrupt can be input by the secondary virtual machine
at the same timing.
[0035] Accordingly, there is provided a fault tolerant
system as outlined in independent claim 1, and a method
for performing a fault tolerant as outlined in independent
claim 6. Advantageous developments are defined in the
dependent claims.
[0036] According to the exemplary embodiments of the
present invention, in the fault tolerant system and the
method for performing the fault tolerant that inputs a vir-
tual interrupt based on the external interrupt in the pri-
mary virtual machine to the secondary virtual machine
at the same timing, thereby allowing the primary virtual
machine and the secondary virtual machine to execute
the parallel synchronization operation, the virtual inter-

rupt timing in the primary virtual machine can be adjusted
so that the virtual interrupt can be input by the secondary
virtual machine at the same timing.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0037]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a fault tolerant system according to an embodi-
ment.
FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an outline of parallel
synchronization operation of a primary virtual ma-
chine and a secondary virtual machine.
FIGS. 3A and 3B are diagram s illustrating identifi-
cation of a virtual interrupt input position by the
number of branches and an execution suspension
position.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a specific procedure
of virtual interrupt timing adjustment operation when
the detail of a CPU architecture is known.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a specific procedure
of virtual interrupt timing adjustment operation when
the detail of a CPU architecture is unknown.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration
of a related art fault tolerant system using virtual ma-
chines.
FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating the operation of al-
lowing a secondary virtual machine that has received
synchronization information to suspend the execu-
tion of a secondary guest OS according to synchro-
nization timing information.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0038] An embodiment according to the present inven-
tion will be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings. FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a config-
uration of a fault tolerant system according to the em-
bodiment. As illustrated in FIG. 1, a fault tolerant system
10 includes a primary machine 100 and a secondary ma-
chine 200 which are connected to each other by a net-
work. The primary machine 100 and the secondary ma-
chine 200 may be configured by a general-purpose com-
puter such as a server computer or a personal computer.
[0039] In the primary machine 100, a primary hypervi-
sor 120 is running on a primary hardware 110 which is a
physical computer environment, and a primary virtual
machine 130 is configured by the primary hypervisor 120.
In the primary virtual machine 130, a primary guest OS
140 is running, and an application 150 is executed on
the primary guest OS 140.
[0040] The primary hardware 110 is equipped with a
variety of devices, such as a CPU 111, a memory 112,
a timer 113, a network interface card (NIC) 114, and a
device 115 such as storage.
[0041] The primary virtual machine 130 is allocated
with a part of hardware resources of the primary hardware
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110, and takes over the control of input/output with re-
spect to an external device. The primary virtual machine
130 serves as a virtual computer environment. The pri-
mary virtual machine 130 is managed by the primary hy-
pervisor 120. The primary hypervisor 120 is capable of
managing a plurality of primary virtual machines 130.
[0042] Likewise, in the secondary machine 200, a sec-
ondary hypervisor 220 is running on a secondary hard-
ware 210 which is a physical computer environment, and
a secondary virtual machine 230 is configured by the
secondary hypervisor 220. In the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230, a secondary guest OS 240 is running, and an
application 250 is executed on the secondary guest OS
240.
[0043] The secondary hardware 210 is equipped with
a variety of devices such as a CPU 211, a memory 212,
a timer 213, a network interface card (NIC) 214, and a
device 215 such as storage.
[0044] The secondary virtual machine 230 is allocated
with a part of hardware resources of the secondary hard-
ware 210, and runs in synchronization with the primary
virtual machine 130 in a virtual computer environment.
The secondary virtual machine 230 is managed by the
secondary hypervisor 220. The secondary hypervisor
220 is capable of managing a plurality of the secondary
virtual machines 230.
[0045] In the fault tolerant system 10, input/output with
respect to the external device is controlled only by the
primary virtual machine 130, and the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 runs ahead of the secondary virtual machine
230.
[0046] In this embodiment, the primary virtual machine
130 is provided with a virtual interrupt generation unit 131
and a synchronization information generation unit 135,
and the secondary virtual machine 230 is provided with
a virtual interrupt input conversion unit 231 and a syn-
chronization correction unit 235.
[0047] The virtual interrupt generation unit 131 of the
primary virtual machine 130 generates the virtual inter-
rupt obtained by adjusting an interrupt frequency and tim-
ing of an external interrupt actually input from the primary
hypervisor 120, and inputs the generated virtual interrupt
to the primary guest OS 140. The virtual interrupt gener-
ation unit 131 is provided with an interrupt frequency ad-
justment unit 132 that adjusts the frequency of interrupt
and an interrupt timing adjustment unit 133 that adjusts
the interrupt timing.
[0048] The synchronization information generation
unit 135 of the primary virtual machine 130 specifies a
timing of the virtual interrupt, which is adjusted and input
to the primary guest OS 140, based on an execution sus-
pension position and the number of branch executions.
The synchronization information generation unit 135 is
equipped with a branch execution number generation
unit 136 that counts the number of branches of a program
in the primary guest OS 140 until the virtual interrupt is
input.
[0049] The synchronization information generation

unit 135 collects operation performance information from
the secondary virtual machine 230 prior to the parallel
synchronization operation of the primary virtual machine
130 and the secondary virtual machine 230. When a
hardware configuration is different between the primary
hardware 110 and the secondary hardware 210, the syn-
chronization information generation unit 135 generates
synchronization correction information for correcting a
difference in processing speed, and transmits the syn-
chronization correction information to the synchroniza-
tion correction unit 235 of the secondary virtual machine
230. The synchronization information generation unit 135
adjusts the operation of the primary virtual machine 130
as occasion demands.
[0050] The virtual interrupt input conversion unit 231
of the secondary virtual machine 230 advances the proc-
ess of the secondary guest OS 240 to the virtual interrupt
input position, and suspends the secondary guest OS
240 according to the synchronization timing information
of the synchronization information transmitted from the
primary virtual machine 130. Then, the virtual interrupt
input conversion unit 231 receives the virtual interrupt.
In order to advance the process of the secondary guest
OS 240 to the virtual interrupt input position, and suspend
the secondary guest OS 240, the virtual interrupt input
conversion unit 231 is provided with a designated branch
number execution unit 232 and a designated position
context switching unit 233.
[0051] The synchronization correction unit 235 of the
secondary virtual machine 230 adjusts the operation of
the secondary virtual machine 230 based on the synchro-
nization correction information transmitted from the syn-
chronization information generation unit 135 of the pri-
mary virtual machine 130 prior to the parallel synchroni-
zation operation. The synchronization correction unit 235
adjusts a difference of processing speed between the
primary virtual machine 130 and the secondary virtual
machine 230 in the parallel synchronization operation as
occasion demands.

(Outline of Parallel Synchronization Operation)

[0052] Subsequently, a description will be given of an
outline of the parallel synchronization operation of syn-
chronizing the execution states of the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 and the secondary virtual machine 230 with
each other in the fault tolerant system 10 configured as
described above, with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 2.
Specifically, a sequence of operation when the primary
hypervisor 120 receives the external interrupt from the
primary hardware 110 will be described.
[0053] Upon receiving the external interrupt from the
primary hardware 110 (S101), the primary hypervisor 120
inputs the external interrupt to the primary virtual machine
130 (S102).
[0054] The primary virtual machine 130 that received
the external interrupt from the primary hypervisor 120
inputs the virtual interrupt to the primary guest OS 140.
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In this situation, the primary virtual machine 130 does
not input the virtual interrupt to the primary guest OS 140
for all of the input external interrupts, but the interrupt
frequency adjustment unit 132 adjusts the frequency of
the virtual interrupt that is input to the primary guest OS
140 (S103).
[0055] In the fault tolerant system 10 using the virtual
machines, when the virtual interrupt is input to the primary
guest OS 140, in order to synchronize the execution
states with each other, the processing of inputting the
virtual interrupt to the secondary guest OS 240 at the
same timing is also conducted. Accordingly, when the
virtual interrupt frequently occurs in the primary virtual
machine 130, a processing load for synchronization of
the execution states is increased, and resources such
as a CPU time or a communication band to be allocated
to an original service are reduced.
[0056] In the fault tolerant system 10 according to this
embodiment, the interrupt frequency adjustment unit 132
adjusts the frequency of the virtual interrupt to minimize
the processing load for synchronization of the execution
states, and prevents the processing power for the original
service from being reduced. The details of the interrupt
frequency adjustment operation executed by the inter-
rupt frequency adjustment unit 132 will be described lat-
er.
[0057] As a result of adjusting the frequency of the vir-
tual interrupt by the interrupt frequency adjustment unit
132 (S103), if it is determined that the virtual interrupt is
generated (yes in S104), the virtual interrupt is input to
the primary guest OS 140. If it is determined that the
virtual interrupt is not generated (no in S104), this
processing is completed, and the process waits for input
of a subsequent external interrupt from the primary hy-
pervisor 120.
[0058] When the virtual interrupt is input to the primary
guest OS 140, the primary guest OS 140 should be sus-
pended at a position where the secondary guest OS 240
is also be suspended at the same position.
[0059] For example, when the primary guest OS 140
is suspended to transfer the control to the primary virtual
machine 130 according to a virtual machine context
switching event such as the external interrupt, a suspen-
sion position of the primary guest OS 140 may be in a
critical section. The critical section is a section in a pro-
gram that crashes a process when a plurality of process-
ing is executed on a single resource at the same timing,
and is a section where an exclusive control such as break
instruction disablement is performed by the program.
[0060] In this case, when the virtual interrupt is input
to the primary guest OS 140 at the suspension position,
which is within the critical section, even if the break in-
struction is embedded in the same position, the second-
ary guest OS 240 cannot be suspended at the same po-
sition, and the secondary guest OS 240 is suspended
after processing the critical section. In this case, the vir-
tual interrupt position is shifted, and the execution states
become out of synchronization.

[0061] Under the circumstances, in the fault tolerant
system 10 according to this embodiment, the interrupt
timing adjustment unit 133 adjusts the virtual interrupt
timing (S105), and suspends the primary guest OS 140
with the avoidance of the critical section, thereby being
capable of suspending the secondary guest OS 240 at
the same position. The details of the virtual interrupt tim-
ing adjustment operation performed by the interrupt tim-
ing adjustment unit 133 will be described later.
[0062] When the virtual interrupt timing is adjusted, the
primary virtual machine 130 inputs the virtual interrupt to
the primary guest OS 140 (S106). Then, the synchroni-
zation information generation unit 135 generates the syn-
chronization information (S 107).
[0063] The synchronization information includes the
identification information on the virtual interrupt and the
synchronization timing information. The synchronization
timing information includes the execution suspension po-
sition indicated by the program counter, and the number
of CPU execution instructions measured by the perform-
ance counter.
[0064] However, as for a special instruction unique to
a specific CPU, there is a case in which count omission
of the performance counter may occur, and the number
of CPU execution instructions executed by the primary
guest OS 140 until the virtual interrupt is input may not
be accurately counted. For example, in a Pentium (reg-
istered trademark) processor made by Intel Corporation,
the execution of an REP instruction is not counted up
when the execution of the REP instruction is suspended
due to the occurrence of the external interrupt. Accord-
ingly, the CPU execution instruction number counter may
become smaller than the actual number of execution in-
structions.
[0065] In this way, because the number of CPU exe-
cution instructions count may be inaccurate, the fault tol-
erant system 10 according to this embodiment does not
use the number of CPU execution instructions for the
synchronization timing information.
[0066] However, because the program generally in-
cludes a large amount of loop statements, jump state-
ments, and branch statements, the same instruction is
executed for number of times. For that reason, the input
timing of the virtual interrupt may not be specified by only
the execution suspension position.
[0067] Under the circumstance, the fault tolerant sys-
tem 10 according to this embodiment allows the synchro-
nization timing information to include the execution sus-
pension position and the number of branches. The
number of branches represents the number of branch
instructions executed from the previous virtual interrupt
to the current virtual interrupt, which is the number of
times the execution order is changed from sequential ex-
ecution.
[0068] By counting the number of branches in the pri-
mary guest OS 140 in advance, the execution suspen-
sion position may be specified correctly as the virtual
interrupt input position in the secondary guest OS 240
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by fmding a position that is executed for the first time
after executing the branches for the counted number.
[0069] For example, as illustrated in FIG. 3A, it is as-
sumed that when instruction codes Code A, Code B,
Code C, ... are allocated to instruction addresses a1, a2,
a3, ..., and Code C to Code G are looped three times,
the virtual interrupt is input at "a6" of a 16th program ex-
ecution order in the primary guest OS 140. This synchro-
nization timing can be represented by the count value
"2" of the number of branches, and the execution sus-
pension position "a6".
[0070] In this case, in the secondary virtual machine
230, the number of branches is counted twice, and the
secondary guest OS 240 is suspended at the first exe-
cution suspension position "a6", thereby being capable
of inputting the virtual interrupt at the same timing as that
of the primary guest OS 140.
[0071] In order to thus execute the processing of count-
ing the number of branches, the synchronization infor-
mation generation unit 135 is provided with the branch
execution number generation unit 136. In an instruction
code level, all of the loop statements, the jump state-
ments, and the branch statements are replaced with the
branch instructions. Therefore, the branch execution
number generation unit 136 counts the number of branch
instructions executed by the primary guest OS 140,
thereby being capable of counting the number of branch-
es, in the running application 150. To count of the number
of branches, a performance counter may be used.
[0072] Returning to the description of FIG. 2, the pri-
mary virtual machine 130 generates the synchronization
information including the identification information on the
virtual interrupt and the synchronization timing informa-
tion, and then transfers the synchronization information
to the secondary virtual machine 230 (S 108).
[0073] In order to suspend the execution of the sec-
ondary guest OS 240 according to the synchronization
timing information, in the secondary virtual machine 230
that received the synchronization information, the desig-
nated branch number execution unit 232 first counts the
number of branches when the secondary guest OS 240
is executed. When the count number of branches reach-
es a value indicated by the number of branches in the
synchronization timing information, the secondary virtual
machine 230 suspends the secondary guest OS 240.
That is, the secondary virtual machine 230 executes the
secondary guest OS 240 up to the designated number
of branches (S109). For that reason, there is no need to
monitor the execution suspension position and the
number of CPU execution instructions until the count
number of branches reaches the designated number of
branches, and the processing load is reduced. The de-
tails of the designated branch number executing opera-
tion executed by the designated branch number execu-
tion unit 232 will be described later.
[0074] The designated position context switching unit
233 suspends the execution of the secondary guest OS
240 at a position indicated by the execution suspension

position of the synchronization timing information (S110).
[0075] In suspending the execution of the secondary
guest OS 240, if the technique in which the break instruc-
tion is embedded to configure the break point as in the
conventional system is used, when the guest OS (140,
240) or the application (150, 250) are debugged on the
virtual machines (130, 230), the suspension interferes
with the break point of debug, and the mutual processing
is adversely affected. Because there may be a situation
where a user wants to examine the application (150, 250)
operation on the virtual machines (130, 230) being syn-
chronized with each other, it is desirable to avoid an in-
terference of the break point.
[0076] Also, in the CPU having no virtualization sup-
porting function, the processing cannot be transitioned
from the secondary guest OS 240 to the secondary virtual
machine 230 by setting the break point.
[0077] Under the circumstance, in the fault tolerant
system 10 according to this embodiment, the designated
position context switching unit 233 executes the context
switching without the use of the break instruction to sus-
pend the execution of the secondary guest OS 240. The
details of the designated position context switching op-
eration executed by the designated position context
switching unit 233 will be described later.
[0078] When the secondary virtual machine 230 sus-
pends the secondary guest OS 240, the secondary virtual
machine 230 configures the virtual interrupt according to
the virtual interrupt identification information on the syn-
chronization information to restart the secondary guest
OS 240. As a result, the virtual interrupt is input to the
secondary guest OS 240 at the same timing as that of
the primary guest OS 140 (S111), and the execution
states of the primary virtual machine 130 and the sec-
ondary virtual machine 230 are synchronized with each
other.
[0079] If a hardware failure occurs in one of the primary
machine 100 and the secondary machine 200, the exe-
cution states become out of synchronization. In this em-
bodiment, the execution states can be accurately syn-
chronized with each other without being affected by the
count omission of the performance counter. For that rea-
son, if the hardware is normal, the synchronization of the
execution states is not disturbed. As a result, the distur-
bance of the synchronization of the execution states is
detected, thereby being capable of detecting the hard-
ware failure.
[0080] Since the conventional system cannot deter-
mine whether the disturbance of the synchronization of
the execution states is derived from the hardware failure,
or an influence of the counter omission of the number of
execution instructions, there is a need to check the output
data. On the other hand, in the fault tolerant system 10
according to this embodiment, because the hardware fail-
ure can be detected by the disturbance of the synchro-
nization of the execution states, there is no need to check
the output data for detection of the failure. As a result, a
CPU processing load and a communication load for
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checking the output data can be reduced. Also, the oc-
currence of the hardware failure can be immediately de-
tected.
[0081] The detection of the disturbance of the synchro-
nization of the execution states may be determined by
detecting the disturbance of the synchronization when
the number of branches exceeds the number of times
designated in the synchronization timing information be-
fore the execution suspension position designated by the
synchronization timing information is executed, for ex-
ample, in the virtual interrupt input conversion unit 231
of the secondary virtual machine 230.

(Details of Operation of Respective Blocks)

[0082] Subsequently, the operation of the respective
blocks in the fault tolerant system 10 will be described in
detail with reference to a first embodiment, a second em-
bodiment, and a third embodiment.
[0083] In the conventional fault tolerant system, it is
assumed that the CPU of the primary machine and the
CPU of the secondary machine have the same architec-
ture. This is because the conventional synchronizing
technique depends on the CPU architecture and the CPU
operation specification, and if the type of CPU is different,
both of the execution instructions cannot be synchro-
nized with each other, and may be out of synchronization.
[0084] On the other hand, as described in the first em-
bodiment and the second embodiment, the system ac-
cording to the embodiments may not only be applied to
a case in which the CPU 111 of the primary machine 100
and the CPU 211 of the secondary machine 200 have
the same architecture, but also to a case in which the
architecture is different.
[0085] In general, when the fault tolerant system is op-
erated for a long period of term, the device is forced to
be replaced with a fresh one due to a failure or the aged
deterioration. In this situation, it is difficult to prepare a
device having the same specification as that of a previous
device. For that reason, the fault tolerant system 10 ac-
cording to this embodiment has a structure capable of
continuing the parallel synchronization operation even if
the CPU architecture is different.

<First Embodiment>

[0086] As a first embodiment, the operation for a case
where the CPU 111 of the primary machine 100 and the
CPU 211 of the secondary machine 200 have the same
architecture will be described. In the present specifica-
tion, the same CPU architecture means that a CPU in-
struction set has compatibility between the two proces-
sors.
[0087] In this case, the primary virtual machine 130
and the secondary virtual machine 230 execute the par-
allel synchronization operation by synchronizing CPU in-
struction levels. For that reason, in both of the virtual
machines (130, 230), the programs of the guest OS (140,

240) and the applications (150, 250) have a code format
compiled to a native CPU instruction code with respect
to the CPU (111, 211) as usual. It is assumed that this
parallel synchronization operation is called "CPU instruc-
tion synchronization mode".

(Interrupt Frequency Adjusting Operation)

[0088] First, interrupt frequency adjusting operation
(S103) executed by the interrupt frequency adjustment
unit 132 will be described. The interrupt frequency ad-
justment unit 132 of the primary virtual machine 130 does
not input the virtual interrupt for all of the external inter-
rupt, but adjusts the frequency of the virtual interrupt to
the extent that fulfills a performance and a precision re-
quired by the application 150, and an allowable commu-
nication delay.
[0089] In general, the external interrupt may be cate-
gorized into a fixed period interrupt using the timer 113
and an unfixed period interrupt using the network inter-
face card (NIC) 114 or the devices 115. The interrupt
frequency adjustment unit 132 executes the adjustment
of frequency according to the fixed period interrupt and
the unfixed period interrupt, separately.
[0090] In the external interrupt of the fixed period, the
virtual interrupt is input to the primary guest OS 140 at
the rate of once per several external interrupt of the fixed
period by omitting some of the external interrupts.
[0091] For example, when the timer interrupt of the
fixed period is input to the primary guest OS 140 whereby
the primary guest OS 140 can count an accurate time.
However, if a precision of the time required by the appli-
cation 150 is not high, some of the input of the timer
interrupt may be omitted without any problem.
[0092] For example, when a period of the timer inter-
rupt from the primary hypervisor 120 is 1 ms, and the
precision of the time required in the application 150 is
100 ms, the precision of 100 ms can be maintained even
if the period of the virtual interrupt is thinned to 10 ms. In
this situation, because the frequency of the virtual inter-
rupt is reduced to 1/10, the synchronization processing
of the execution states is also reduced to 1/10.
[0093] The thinning rate may be set in advance accord-
ing to a requested precision of the application 150, or
may be adjusted by parameters. Also, the thinning rate
may be set uniformly with respect to the external interrupt
of the fixed period, or the thinning rate may be set for
each factor of the external interrupt of the fixed period.
[0094] In the external interrupt of the unfixed period,
the virtual interrupt is omitted with respect to the external
interrupt input during the processing, and only the last
external interrupt whose processing has been completed
is input to the primary guest OS 140 as the virtual inter-
rupt.
[0095] For example, an interrupt of reception of the net-
work from the NIC 114 occurs every time data arrives at
the NIC 114. For that reason, plural external interrupt
occurs during receiving the data as a significant unit. Con-
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ventionally, the virtual interrupt is input to the primary
guest OS 140 every time the external interrupt occurs so
that the received data is transferred from the NIC 114 to
the primary guest OS 140. On the other hand, the inter-
rupt frequency adjustment unit 132 omits the virtual in-
terrupt with respect to the external interrupt during re-
ceiving data, and inputs the virtual interrupt to the primary
guest OS 140 with respect to one external interrupt after
the data is received. As a result, the number of synchro-
nization processing of the execution states may be re-
duced, and data of a large size can be processed at a
time.
[0096] As the external interrupt of the unfixed period
which is applicable to this technique, there are transmis-
sion/reception interrupt of the network, read/write inter-
rupt of a storage, transmission/reception interrupt of a
serial communication, and read/write interrupt of various
I/O devices such as an analog/digital I/O board.

(Virtual Interrupt Timing Adjusting Operation)

[0097] Subsequently, the virtual interrupt timing adjust-
ing operation (S105) executed by the interrupt timing ad-
justment unit 133 will be described. The virtual interrupt
timing adjustment is configured to input the virtual inter-
rupt with the avoidance of the critical section of the pri-
mary guest OS 140 so that the secondary guest OS 240
is suspended at the same position.
[0098] The virtual interrupt timing adjusting operation
is different in the processing between a case in which
the detail of the CPU architecture is known, and a case
in which the detail of the CPU architecture is unknown.
The case in which the detail of the CPU architecture is
known represents a case in which whether the suspen-
sion position is in the critical section or not is determined
according to a CPU instruction or a state flag of the sus-
pension position.
[0099] First, a specific operation procedure when the
details of the CPU architecture are known will be de-
scribed with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 4.
[0100] Upon receiving an input of the external interrupt
from the primary hypervisor 120 (S201), the primary vir-
tual machine 130 waits for the suspension of execution
of the primary guest OS 140 (S202).
[0101] When the execution of the primary guest OS
140 is suspended, and the processing is transitioned to
the primary virtual machine 130, the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 acquires a state of the primary virtual machine
130 (S203). The state to be acquired is information for
determining whether the suspension position is in the
critical section or not, which is, for example, configuration
information of an interrupt mask of the CPU 111, or the
contents of a flag register.
[0102] Then, it is determined whether the suspension
position is in the critical section or not based on the ac-
quired information (S204). For example, it can be deter-
mined that the suspension position is not in the critical
section for the reasons that the input of interrupt is not

inhibited in the interrupt mask, and a flag that disables
the configuration of the break instruction is not configured
in the flag register.
[0103] If the suspension position is not in the critical
section (no in S204), the suspension position is config-
ured as an input timing of the virtual interrupt (S205).
[0104] If the suspension position is in the critical sec-
tion (yes in S204), the execution of the primary guest OS
140 is advanced while confirming the state of the primary
virtual machine 130 (S206). In this situation, for example,
the step execution is performed to confirm the state for
each of the instructions (S203). Then, it is determined
whether the suspension position is in the critical section,
or not (S204), and the suspension position gets out of
the critical section (no in S204). Then, the suspension
position is configured to the input timing of the virtual
interrupt (S205).
[0105] Subsequently, a specific operation procedure
when the detail of the CPU architecture is unknown will
be described with reference to a flowchart of FIG. 5. If
the detail of the CPU architecture is unknown, even if the
state of the primary virtual machine 130 is acquired, it
cannot be determined whether the suspension position
is in the critical section or not. Therefore, an event for
suspension is configured, and a position at which the
suspension can be actually made is set as the suspen-
sion position for inputting the virtual interrupt.
[0106] Upon receiving an input of the external interrupt
from the primary hypervisor 120 (S301), the primary vir-
tual machine 130 waits for the suspension of the execu-
tion of the primary guest OS 140 (S302).
[0107] When the execution of the primary guest OS
140 is suspended, and the processing is transitioned to
the primary virtual machine 130, the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 configures an event that the suspension is
made after a given number of instructions is executed,
for example, after one instruction is executed (S303) in
the primary guest OS 140.
[0108] Then, the execution of the primary guest OS
140 is restarted by step execution (S304), a factor of the
suspension is acquired for execution of one instruction
(S305). This is because the factor of the suspension is
not always caused by the configured suspension event.
[0109] If the factor of the suspension is caused by the
configured suspension event (yes in S306), it is deter-
mined that the suspension position is not in the critical
section and that the secondary guest OS 240 is suspend-
able at the same position, and the suspension position
is configured to the input timing of the virtual interrupt
(S307).
[0110] If the factor of the suspension is not caused by
the configured suspension interrupt event (no in S306),
it is determined that the suspension position is in the crit-
ical section and that the secondary guest OS 240 is un-
able to be suspended at the same position. Then, an
event that the primary guest OS 140 is suspended after
one instruction is executed is configured (S303), and the
processing after the execution of the primary guest OS
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140 is restarted (S304) is repeated. If the process is ad-
vanced beyond the critical section (yes in S306), the sus-
pension position is configured to the input timing of the
virtual interrupt (S307).

(Synchronization Information Generating Operation)

[0111] Subsequently, the operation (S107) of generat-
ing the synchronization information conducted by the
synchronization information generation unit 135 will be
described. If the CPU 111 of the primary machine 100
and the CPU 211 of the secondary machine 200 have
the same architecture, the execution suspension position
in the synchronization timing information of the synchro-
nization information is indicated by an execution stop po-
sition of the CPU instruction code, and a program counter
value may be used.
[0112] The number of branch execution in the synchro-
nization timing information is indicated by the number of
branches executed by the primary guest OS 140 from
the previous synchronization timing information genera-
tion time. The number of branches may be obtained by
counting the branch instruction executed at the CPU in-
struction code level.

(Designated Branch Number Executing Operation)

[0113] Subsequently, the designated branch number
executing operation (S109) executed by the designated
branch number execution unit 232 will be described. The
designated branch number executing operation is con-
figured to suspend the secondary guest OS 240 by the
number of times indicated by the number of branches in
the synchronization timing information.
[0114] The designated branch number execution unit
232 counts the branch instructions executed at the CPU
instruction code level. If the count value reaches a des-
ignated number of branches, the designated branch
number execution unit 232 notifies the secondary virtual
machine 230 of this fact. As a result, the context is
switched to the secondary virtual machine 230, and the
execution of the secondary guest OS 240 is suspended.
[0115] In the CPU architecture that may not be able to
stop immediately after the designated number of branch-
es is executed due to speed-up of a pipeline function of
the CPU 211, the count value is set to a value smaller
than the designated number of branches so that the sec-
ondary guest OS 240 may be able to be suspended by
the designated number of branches.

(Designated Position Context Switching Operation)

[0116] Subsequently, the designated position context
switching operation (S110) conducted by the designated
position context switching unit 233 will be described. The
designated position context switching operation is con-
figured to switch a context to the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 at the designated execution suspension posi-

tion with the use of no break instruction after the second-
ary guest OS 240 is suspended by the designated
number of branches.
[0117] When a dedicated context switching instruction
is implemented for the secondary virtual machine 230,
the context switching instruction is embedded at the ex-
ecution suspension position of the secondary guest OS
240. The context switching instruction may be, for exam-
ple, a VMCALL instruction of a CPU made by Intel Cor-
poration.
[0118] When the secondary guest OS 240 executes
the context switching instruction, the context is switched
from the secondary guest OS 240 to the secondary virtual
machine 230, and the execution of the secondary guest
OS 240 is suspended.
[0119] When the dedicated context switching instruc-
tion is not implemented, the virtual interrupt or an event
of the CPU exception is made to occur at the execution
suspension position so that the context switching is ex-
ecuted. When the context switching is executed, the con-
text is switched from the secondary guest OS 240 to the
secondary virtual machine 230, and the execution of the
secondary guest OS 240 is suspended.
[0120] In any cases, when the execution of the sec-
ondary guest OS 240 is suspended, the secondary virtual
machine 230 configures the virtual interrupt, and restarts
the execution of the secondary guest OS 240, and at that
timing, the virtual interrupt is input to the secondary guest
OS 240.

<Second Embodiment>

[0121] As a second embodiment, the operation when
the CPU 111 of the primary machine 100 and the CPU
211 of the secondary machine 200 have the different
architectures will be described. In the present specifica-
tion, a different CPU architecture means that a CPU in-
struction set has no compatibility between the two proc-
essors.
[0122] In this case, the primary virtual machine 130
and the secondary virtual machine 230 execute the par-
allel synchronization operation by synchronizing interme-
diate language levels. In the present specification, "in-
termediate language" is also called "intermediate code",
or "byte code", and represents a language of intermedi-
ate representation which is intermediate between a
source code of a high-level language and a code of a
machine language. The parallel synchronization opera-
tion is called "intermediate language synchronization
mode".
[0123] Because the CPU instruction set has no com-
patibility between both of the virtual machines (130, 230),
the programs of the guest OS (140, 240) and the appli-
cations (150, 250) are a program of the intermediate lan-
guage in which Java (registered trademark) and C# are
converted instead of the native CPU instruction code.
[0124] Both of the virtual machines (130, 230) convert
the intermediate language into the native CPU instruction
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for the virtual machine CPUs through an existing CPU
instruction conversion technique such as an interpreter
or a just-in-time compiler (JIT compiler).
[0125] Similarly, when the CPU 111 of the primary ma-
chine 100 and the CPU 211 of the secondary machine
200 have the same architecture, the parallel synchroni-
zation operation using an intermediate language syn-
chronization mode may be executed. However, the par-
allel synchronization operation using a CPU instruction
synchronization mode is higher in the execution speed
than that of the intermediate language synchronization
mode.
[0126] Subsequently, the operation of the respective
blocks according to the second embodiment will be de-
scribed. Since most of the operation is identical with that
of the CPU instruction synchronization mode in the first
embodiment, only the processing different from that of
the first embodiment will be described.

(Virtual Interrupt Timing Adjustment Operation)

[0127] In the CPU instruction synchronization mode
according to the first embodiment, the virtual interrupt
timing adjustment operation (S105) is different in the
processing between the case in which the detail of the
CPU architecture is known, and the case in which the
details of the CPU architecture is unknown. On the other
hand, in the intermediate language synchronization
mode according to the second embodiment, the same
processing as that when the detail of the CPU architec-
ture is known is executed.
[0128] That is, since whether the suspension position
is in the critical section or not may be determined accord-
ing to the CPU instruction or a state flag of the suspension
position, the suspension position of the primary guest OS
140 is configured with the avoidance of the critical section
according to a flowchart illustrated in FIG. 4, and the vir-
tual interrupt is input to the primary guest OS 140.
[0129] Also, in the intermediate language synchroni-
zation mode, it can be determined whether the suspen-
sion position is in the critical section, or not, at the inter-
mediate language level in addition to the CPU instruction
and the state flag of the suspension position. For exam-
ple, if the intermediate language is a byte code of Java
(registered trademark), it is assumed that the critical sec-
tion is implemented under a synchronized exclusive con-
trol. For that reason, with the confirmation of the instruc-
tion of the executed intermediate language, the primary
virtual machine 130 is able to determine whether the in-
termediate language of the suspended Java (registered
trademark) is in the critical section or not.

(Generating Operation of Synchronization Information)

[0130] In the CPU instruction synchronization mode
according to the first embodiment, in the generating op-
eration of the synchronization information (S107), the ex-
ecution suspension position included in the synchroniza-

tion timing information is indicated by the execution stop
position of the CPU instruction code with the use of the
program counter value. Also, the number of branch ex-
ecutions included in the synchronization timing informa-
tion is indicated by the number of branches of the CPU
instruction code executed from the previous synchroni-
zation timing information generation time.
[0131] On the contrary, in the intermediate language
synchronization mode according to the second embodi-
ment, the execution suspension position is indicated by
the execution suspension position of the intermediate
language level executed at the time of inputting the virtual
interrupt. Also, the number of branch executions is rep-
resented by the number of branches of the intermediate
language level executed from the previous synchroniza-
tion timing information generation time.

(Designated Position Context Switching Operation)

[0132] In the CPU instruction synchronization mode
according to the first embodiment, in the designated po-
sition context switching operation (S110), when a dedi-
cated context switching instruction is implemented for
the secondary virtual machine 230, the context switching
instruction is embedded at the execution suspension po-
sition of the secondary guest OS 240. When the dedicat-
ed context switching instruction is not implemented, the
virtual interrupt or the event of the CPU exception is made
to occur at the execution suspension position so that the
context switching is executed. Even in the intermediate
language synchronization mode according to the second
embodiment, the same configuration is conducted by the
CPU instruction conversion at the execution suspension
position of the intermediate language level.

<Third Embodiment>

[0133] Subsequently, as a third embodiment, the par-
allel synchronization operation when the hardware con-
figuration is different between the primary machine 100
and the secondary machine 200 will be described. The
primary hardware 110 of the primary machine 100 and
the secondary hardware 210 of the secondary machine
200 are each configured by a variety of hardware devices
such as a CPU (111, 211), a memory (112, 212), a device
(115, 215) such as storage. However, the functions or
the performances of both the hardware may not be the
same with each other.
[0134] For example, there may be a case where the
specification of the CPUs (111, 211) is different from each
other, or the capacity of the memories (112, 212) is dif-
ferent from each other. Also, in the operation process of
the fault tolerant system 10, both of the devices (115,
215) are different due to the replacement of the devices
(115,215).
[0135] For that reason, the primary virtual machine 130
and the secondary virtual machine 230 are identical in
the operation, but may be different in the processing
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speed. As described above, in the fault tolerant system
10, the primary virtual machine 130 is configured to op-
erate ahead of the secondary virtual machine 230. How-
ever, for example, if the secondary virtual machine 230
is higher in the processing speed, the advancement of a
process may be inverted, and the execution states are
not synchronized based on the synchronization informa-
tion from the primary virtual machine 130. If the primary
virtual machine 130 is higher in the processing speed, a
delay of the secondary virtual machine 230 may be ac-
cumulated.
[0136] Also, execution of driver processing may be dif-
ferent between the primary guest OS 140 and the sec-
ondary guest OS 240 due to the different devices (115,
215), and the operation is different therebetween, as a
result of which the operation may be out of synchroniza-
tion.
[0137] Under the circumstances, in the fault tolerant
system 10, there is provided a structure for correcting
the processing speed difference and out-of-synchroniza-
tion based on the difference between the primary hard-
ware 110 and the secondary hardware 210. Specifically,
the synchronization information generation unit 135 of
the primary virtual machine 130 and the synchronization
correction unit 235 of the secondary virtual machine 230
execute the synchronization correction. The synchroni-
zation correction may be execute before executing the
parallel synchronization operation, or may be executed
during the execution of the parallel synchronization op-
eration.

(Synchronization Correcting Operation before Execution 
of the Parallel Synchronization Operation)

[0138] The synchronization information generation
unit 135 of the primary virtual machine 130 collects the
operation performance information on the secondary vir-
tual machine 230 from the secondary virtual machine 230
prior to the parallel synchronization operation of the pri-
mary virtual machine 130 and the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230.
[0139] The operation performance information is infor-
mation including the operation specification of an inter-
face with the secondary guest OS 240 in the secondary
virtual machine 230, and benchmark information which
is an index of a program execution speed of the second-
ary virtual machine 230. The synchronization information
generation unit 135 is configured to acquire the operation
performance information on a plurality of items in an avail-
able range.
[0140] The synchronization information generation
unit 135 also acquires the operation performance infor-
mation on the primary virtual machine 130 per se, and
compares the acquired operation performance informa-
tion with the operation performance information on the
secondary virtual machine 230. Then, the synchroniza-
tion information generation unit 135 sets the operation
performances used by the primary virtual machine 130

and the secondary virtual machine 230 so that the oper-
ation performance in the parallel synchronization opera-
tion of the primary virtual machine 130 becomes sub-
stantially equal to the operation performance in the par-
allel synchronization operation of the secondary virtual
machine 230.
[0141] The operation performance is benchmark infor-
mation on, for example, operating frequency, a memory
size, a cache size, the operation specification such as
TLB (translation look-aside buffer)/EPT (enhanced page
table) specification, an MIPS value, or a SPEC value. In
the intermediate language synchronization mode, the
benchmark value of the intermediate language can be
used. For example, when a byte code of Java (registered
trademark) is used as the intermediate language,
SPECjbb, CaffeineMark, and so on are recited as the
benchmark value.
[0142] Then, the synchronization information genera-
tion unit 135 notifies the synchronization correction unit
235 of the secondary virtual machine 230 of the operation
performance used by the secondary virtual machine 230
as the synchronization correction information. The syn-
chronization correction unit 235 of the secondary virtual
machine 230 sets the operation performance of the sec-
ondary virtual machine 230 at the time of executing the
parallel operation according to the notified synchroniza-
tion correction information.
[0143] An example of synchronization correction by
adjusting the operation frequency will be described. As
described above, when the hardware configuration is dif-
ferent between the primary machine 100 and the sec-
ondary machine 200, there is a case in which the oper-
ation is identical, but the processing speed is different,
and a case in which the operation per se is different. In
this example, the synchronization correction when the
operation is identical, but the processing speed is differ-
ent will be described.
[0144] In adjustment of the operating frequency of the
virtual machines (130, 230), a power control function pre-
pared for power saving may be used. For example, an
ACPI (advanced configuration and power interface) may
be used for a standard power control function, and a cpu-
freq subsystem of Linux (registered trademark) may be
used for a function of adjusting the operating frequency.
With the use of those functions, both of the virtual ma-
chines (130, 230) are prepared to have a plurality of avail-
able operating frequencies.
[0145] The synchronization information generation
unit 135 of the primary virtual machine 130 acquires a
list of the operating frequencies that are available in the
secondary virtual machine 230 from the secondary virtual
machine 230, also acquires a list of the operating fre-
quencies that are available by the primary virtual machine
130 per se, and selects the operating frequency substan-
tially identical between the secondary virtual machine
230 and the primary virtual machine 130. The synchro-
nization information generation unit 135 notifies the syn-
chronization correction unit 235 of the secondary virtual
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machine 230 of the selected operating frequency as the
synchronization correction information.
[0146] During the parallel synchronization operation of
the primary virtual machine 130 and the secondary virtual
machine 230, the respective virtual machines (130, 230)
operate at the selected operating frequency to eliminate
the processing speed difference based on the difference
in the operating frequency between the primary hardware
110 and the secondary hardware 210.
[0147] If none of the available operating frequency of
the primary virtual machine 130 matches the available
operating frequency of the secondary virtual machine
230, for example, the secondary virtual machine 230 is
set as the higher operating frequency, and as will be de-
scribed later, the operation of the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 can be executed with pauses.
[0148] In the intermediate language synchronization
mode, the processing speed is different between the pri-
mary virtual machine 130 and the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 due to a difference of the benchmark value.
Accordingly, the same adjustment as that of the operating
frequency is executed based on both of the acquired
benchmark values to correct the processing speed dif-
ference.
[0149] Subsequently, a description will be given of the
synchronization correction when the operation per se is
different between the primary virtual machine 130 and
the secondary virtual machine 230 due to a difference in
the hardware configuration.
[0150] For example, when the CPU architecture is
identical, but the operation specification of the devices
(115, 215) is different, the execution of the virtual ma-
chine is changed so that both of the guest OS (140, 240)
execute the same driver processing. With this change,
both of the guest OS (140, 240) can execute the same
operation, and out-of-synchronization can be prevented.
Specifically, a function of absorbing a difference in the
operation specification is incorporated into a device em-
ulator of the primary virtual machine 130 or the secondary
virtual machine 230 before the parallel synchronization
operation starts.
[0151] This function can be categorized into the follow-
ing two types according to an object to be corrected.

(1) Correction to Difference between Presence and Ab-
sence of Hardware Function

[0152] When a certain hardware function is installed
into only one virtual machine (130, 230), the virtual ma-
chine (130, 230) having that function does not use the
function so that the both of the virtual machines (130,
230) operate in a state where those virtual machines have
no hardware function.
[0153] For example, if the virtual machines are different
in the presence or absence of an FPU (floating point
processing unit) function, both of the virtual machines
(130, 230) operate in a state where those virtual ma-
chines have no FPU function. In this case, the floating

point processing is executed by an emulation code within
the guest OS (140, 240). Specifically, an exception oc-
curs at the time of executing the floating point processing,
and an exception handler of the guest OS (140, 240)
acquires this exception, and emulates the processing by
software.
[0154] Alternatively, the virtual machine (130, 230)
having no function may emulate the function by process-
ing of software in an external environment outside of the
guest OS (140, 240) to absorb the difference therebe-
tween. The external environment outside of the guest OS
(140, 240) may be the virtual machines (130, 230) or the
hypervisors (120, 220).
[0155] For example, the virtual machine (130, 230)
having no FPU function executes the floating point
processing by an emulation code within the virtual ma-
chines (130, 230). Specifically, switching to the virtual
machine context is executed by an exception occurring
at the time of executing the floating point processing, the
processing is emulated by software within the virtual ma-
chines (130, 230), and thereafter the process returns to
the guest OS context. Because the exception is not ac-
quired in the guest OS (140, 240), the emulation code
within the guest OS (140, 240) is not executed.

(2) Correction to Difference in Performance or Capacity 
of Hardware Function

[0156] When the performance or the capacity of the
hardware function is different, the processing different in
the operation is executed in the external environment
outside of the guest OS (140, 240). The external envi-
ronment outside of the guest OS (140, 240) may be the
virtual machines (130, 230), the hypervisors (120, 220),
or hardware (110, 210).
[0157] For example, if the cache size of the TLB is dif-
ferent, there is a case in which only one of the virtual
machines (130, 230) does not hit the cache, and a TLB
miss occurs. Under the circumstances, recovery
processing from the TLB miss is executed outside of the
guest OS (140, 240). In the CPU made by Intel Corpo-
ration, the recovery processing can be executed by the
function of hardware. On the other hand, when the CPU
(111, 211) has no recovery function of hardware, the re-
covery processing is executed by the software of the vir-
tual machines (130, 230) or the hypervisors (120, 220).
[0158] In the intermediate language synchronization
mode, the virtual machines (130, 230) execute a guest
OS program expressed by the intermediate language
with the use of the software function such as the inter-
preter on a virtual memory. For that reason, no difference
occurs in the operation of the guest OS (140, 240) due
to a difference in the operation specification.

(Synchronization Correcting Operation during Execution 
of Parallel Synchronization Operation)

[0159] When the processing speed difference between
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the primary virtual machine 130 and the secondary virtual
machine 230 is unable to be eliminated even by the ad-
justment before the parallel synchronization operation
starts, the synchronization information generation unit
135 and the synchronization correction unit 235 execute
the following synchronization correction during the par-
allel synchronization operation.
[0160] First, a description will be given of the synchro-
nization correction when the primary virtual machine 130
after the operation performance is adjusted is higher in
speed than the secondary virtual machine 230 after the
operation performance is adjusted.
[0161] The synchronization information generation
unit 135 selects the operation performance of the primary
virtual machine 130, or the operation performance of the
secondary virtual machine 230, as the operation speed
information of the synchronization correction information
to be notified to the secondary virtual machine 230. The
selection can be conducted, for example, on the basis of
the parameter configuration.
[0162] If the operation performance of the primary vir-
tual machine 130 is selected, because the preceding op-
eration of the primary virtual machine 130 is enlarged,
processing for eliminating a delay of the secondary virtual
machine 230 is executed. In this case, if the delay of the
secondary virtual machine 230 is larger than an assumed
amount, it may be detected that a failure occurs in the
machine.
[0163] Now, two correction methods will be described
as examples of the processing for eliminating the delay.
First, a method of resetting the delay and executing re-
synchronization will be described as a first correction
method.
[0164] The synchronization correction unit 235 of the
secondary virtual machine 230 confirms whether a meas-
ured delay time of the execution speed of a program in
the secondary virtual machine 230 is equal to an as-
sumed delay time obtained from the synchronization cor-
rection information or not.
[0165] Now, the measured delay time will be de-
scribed. The secondary virtual machine 230 receives the
synchronization timing information of the fixed period vir-
tual interrupt using the timer from the primary virtual ma-
chine 130. The synchronization timing information rep-
resents a period time obtained by converting the execu-
tion speed of the primary virtual machine 130 into the
number of execution instructions, which is a theoretical
value for the secondary virtual machine 230. On the other
hand, a period time when the fixed period interrupt using
the timer occurs in the secondary virtual machine 230 is
a measured value. A value obtained by subtracting the
theoretical value from the measured value is a measured
delay time.
[0166] For example, when a period value of the timer
interrupt actually occurring in the primary virtual machine
130 is 10 ms, if the secondary virtual machine 230 re-
ceives the virtual interrupt after the same operation as
that of the primary virtual machine 130 is executed, it is

assumed that the measured value of the period of the
timer interrupt in the secondary virtual machine 230 is 15
ms. In this case, because the theoretical value is 10 ms,
and the measured value is 15 ms, it is calculated that the
timer interrupt has a delay of 5 ms.
[0167] If the measured delay time is comparable with
the assumed delay time obtained from the synchroniza-
tion correction information, it is determined as a normal
delay, and the processing is continued. Because the
measured delay time is accumulated with the continua-
tion of the processing, a allowable delay time which is an
allowable range is set in advance, and the same syn-
chronization initializing process as that when the parallel
synchronization operation starts is again executed at a
point when the measured delay time exceeds the allow-
able delay time to reset the delay.
[0168] For example, when a program execution speed
of the primary virtual machine 130 is 1500 MIPS (million
instructions per second), and a program execution speed
of the secondary virtual machine 230 is 1000 MIPS, if a
delay occurs in the secondary virtual machine 230 by a
time necessary for processing 500 MI (5 hundred million
instructions) per second, it is determined as the normal
delay. Also, a time for processing 5000 MI (50 hundred
million instructions) accumulated continuously for 10
seconds corresponds to 5 seconds in the secondary vir-
tual machine 230, and if the time exceeds the allowable
delay time, resynchronization is executed to reset the
delay.
[0169] Subsequently, a description will be given of a
method of advancing a certain time to overcome the delay
as a second correction method. In this method, when the
primary guest OS 140 becomes in an idle state, and the
operation stops until a subsequent virtual interrupt is in-
put to the primary guest OS 140, that is, when a load of
the CPU processing is smaller than 100%, a time when
the secondary guest OS 240 restarts is advanced to over-
come the delay.
[0170] The idle state of the primary guest OS 140 rep-
resents a state in which there is no process to be exe-
cuted, and the operation of the primary guest OS 140
stops. The primary guest OS 140 does not restart the
operation until the virtual interrupt is input to execute the
handler processing. Up to then, the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 waits for input of the external interrupt.
[0171] The primary virtual machine 130 continuously
waits for actual input of the external interrupt, and the
secondary virtual machine 230 continuously waits for re-
ception of the synchronization information for inputting
the virtual interrupt.
[0172] When the secondary virtual machine 230 is de-
layed, because the synchronization information is accu-
mulated, the virtual interrupt to be next input can be
known. For that reason, the secondary virtual machine
230 does not need to wait the same time as that of the
primary virtual machine 130, and can advance the time
for restarting the secondary guest OS 240, and input the
virtual interrupt.
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[0173] For example, as in the first correction method,
it is assumed that the program execution speed of the
primary virtual machine 130 is 1500 MIPS, and the pro-
gram execution speed of the secondary virtual machine
230 is 1000 MIPS. When the CPU load of the primary
guest OS 140 is 20%, the processing of 300 MI per sec-
ond is executed, the primary virtual machine 130 is
stopped for the remaining time of one second. The stop
time of the primary virtual machine 130 is a time duration
when the primary virtual machine 130 executes the
processing of 1200 MI.
[0174] On the other hand, the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 does not stop a time duration for executing the
processing of 1200 MI identical with that of the primary
virtual machine 130 after the secondary virtual machine
230 has executed the processing of 300 MI identical with
that of the primary virtual machine 130 for one second,
but stops the remaining time of one second, that is, a
time duration when the secondary virtual machine 230
executes the processing of 700 MI. Thus, the stop time
of the secondary virtual machine 230 is reduced to 700
MI processing time from 1200 MI, thereby being capable
of overcoming the delay of the secondary virtual machine
230.
[0175] Subsequently, a description will be given of a
case in which when the primary virtual machine 130 is
higher in speed than the secondary virtual machine 230,
the operation performance of the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 is provided as the operation speed information
of the synchronization correction information notified to
the secondary virtual machine 230.
[0176] In this case, because the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 runs with the operation performance of the
secondary virtual machine 230, the synchronization in-
formation generation unit 135 of the primary virtual ma-
chine 130 executes the synchronization correction
processing during the parallel synchronization operation
to adjust the program execution speed. Specifically, the
primary virtual machine 130 executes the operation with
pauses in conformity to the program execution speed of
the secondary virtual machine 230.
[0177] Subsequently, a description will be given of the
synchronization correction when the secondary virtual
machine 230 after the operation performance is adjusted
is higher in speed than the primary virtual machine 130
after the operation performance is adjusted. The syn-
chronization information generation unit 135 sets the op-
eration speed information of the synchronization correc-
tion information to be notified the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 of as the operation performance of the primary
virtual machine 130.
[0178] Then, the primary virtual machine 130 does not
execute the synchronization correction processing dur-
ing the parallel synchronization operation, and the sec-
ondary virtual machine 230 executes the operation with
pauses in conformity to the program execution speed of
the primary virtual machine 130.
[0179] For example, when the program execution

speed of the primary virtual machine 130 is 1000 MIPS,
and the program execution speed of the secondary virtual
machine 230 is 1500 MIPS, the secondary virtual ma-
chine 230 executes the processing of 1000 MI and there-
after executes the pauses of the time duration for exe-
cuting the processing of 500 MI every virtual interrupt of
the fixed period. As a result, both of the virtual machines
(130, 230) can equally execute the processing of 1000
MIPS.

(Treatment for Storage Device having Uncertain Access 
Time)

[0180] When the virtual machines (130, 230) access
to the storage devices (115, 215) such as a magnetic
disc, an SSD, a CD, a DVD, or a tape, there is a variation
in a completion wait time to an access request due to an
individual difference or the aged deterioration of the stor-
age devices (115, 215). In order to prevent out-of-syn-
chronization caused by the variation, there is a need to
suit to a late completion wait time, and synchronization
wait occurs, thereby leading to a reduction in the execu-
tion speed.
[0181] In the fault tolerant system 10 according to this
embodiment, when the devices (115, 215) are storage
devices, the virtual machines (130, 230) emulate the de-
vices (115, 215) on the memory, and replace an access
to the devices (115, 215) with a memory access, thereby
being capable of reducing the wait time of completion to
the read/write request to the devices (115, 215) to zero.
[0182] In this case, the completion interrupt to the
read/write request to the devices (115, 215) does not
need to wait for the actual completion interrupt, but inputs
the virtual interrupt to the guest OS (140, 240) together
with the memory access when making a request, thereby
being capable of processing the read/write request and
completion virtual interrupt at a common synchronization
timing. As a result, the synchronization processing of the
virtual interrupt due to the completion interrupt becomes
unnecessary, the processing load is reduced, and a re-
duction in the execution speed due to the synchronization
wait may be prevented.
[0183] A change in the contents of the devices (115,
215) emulated on the memory is reflected on the devices
(115, 215) asynchronously with an access from the guest
OS (140, 240). In a coping method, the processing may
be different depending on a location where the memory
is allocated.

(1) A case in which memories within the virtual ma-
chines (130, 230) are allocated:

The virtual machines (130, 230) load the con-
tents of the storage devices (115, 215) on a
memory allocated to the virtual machines (130,
230), and replaces the access to the storage
with the memory access. This memory is called
"virtual storage". When the contents of the virtual
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storage are updated, the virtual machines (130,
230) reflect the change of the contents on the
storage devices (115, 215) asynchronously with
the access from the guest OS (140, 240).

[0184] Specifically, data is read and written in the fol-
lowing procedure. First, as initialization of the virtual stor-
age, the contents of the storage devices (115, 215) are
loaded on the memories allocated to the virtual machines
(130, 230) in advance.
[0185] In the data read, when the guest OS (140, 240)
request the virtual storages to read data, the virtual ma-
chines (130, 230) notify the guest OS (140, 240) of the
contents on the virtual storages, and input the virtual in-
terrupt of read completion to the guest OS (140, 240).
[0186] In the data write, when the guest OS (140, 240)
request the virtual storages to write data, the virtual ma-
chines (130, 230) write data in the virtual storages, and
input the virtual interrupt of write completion to the guest
OS (140, 240). Then, the virtual machines (130, 230)
write a changed portion of the virtual storages into the
storage devices (115, 215) asynchronously. After the
completion of writing the data into the storage devices
(115, 215), the external interrupt of the completion is input
to the virtual machines (130, 230). However, there is no
need to generate the virtual interrupt based on the exter-
nal interrupt of the completion.

(2) A case in which memories within the guest OS
(140, 240) are allocated:

When the guest OS (140, 240) can use a RAM
(Random Access Memory) disk, the RAM disk
configured in the guest OS (140, 240) is used
for emulation of the storage devices (115, 215).
The RAM disk is a device in which the wait time
for read and write is zero, and no completion
interrupt occurs. For example, the RAM disk can
be used by an OS such as Linux (registered
trademark).

[0187] The read and write with respect to the above-
mentioned virtual storages is conducted on the RAM disk
within the guest OS (140, 240), and a request for read
and write is not conducted on the virtual machines (130,
230). Because the processing has been completed inside
of the guest OS (140, 240), the synchronization process-
ing for the read/write request or the completion interrupt
becomes unnecessary.
[0188] Specifically, read and write of data for the RAM
disk are conducted in the following procedure. First, as
initialization of the RAM disk, the contents of the storage
devices (115, 215) are loaded on the memories of the
guest OS (140, 240) in advance.
[0189] In the data read, when the guest OS (140, 240)
request the RAM disk to read data, the contents of the
storage devices (115, 215) on the RAM disk are notified
of the guest OS (140, 240). The virtual interrupt of read

completion is unnecessary.
[0190] In the data write, when the guest OS (140, 240)
request the RAM disk to write data, the data is written in
the RAM disk. The virtual interrupt of write completion is
unnecessary. Then, the guest OS (140, 240) allows the
contents of the RAM disk to be periodically saved in the
storage devices (115, 215).

Claims

1. A fault tolerant system, comprising:

a primary virtual machine (130) that is formed
on a primary machine (100) in which a primary
hypervisor (120) runs, and is configured to input
virtual interrupt based on an external interrupt
from the primary hypervisor to a primary guest
OS (140); and
a secondary virtual machine (230) that is formed
on a secondary machine (200) in which a sec-
ondary hypervisor (220) runs, and is configured
to input the virtual interrupt to a secondary guest
OS (240) on the basis of timing information on
the virtual interrupt transmitted from the primary
virtual machine,
wherein when inputting the virtual interrupt to
the primary guest OS, the primary virtual ma-
chine is configured to suspend the primary guest
OS, and to determine whether a suspension po-
sition is in a critical section, or not, the critical
section being a section in a program that crash-
es a process when a plurality of processing is
executed on a single resource at the same tim-
ing, and being a section where an exclusive con-
trol such as break instruction disablement is per-
formed by the program,
wherein if the primary virtual machine deter-
mines that the suspension position is not in the
critical section, the primary virtual machine is
configured to input the virtual interrupt at the sus-
pension position, and
wherein if the primary virtual machine deter-
mines that the suspension position is in the crit-
ical section, the primary virtual machine is con-
figured to change the suspension position, and
again to determine whether the suspension po-
sition is in the critical section, or not.

2. The fault tolerant system according to claim 1,
wherein the determination of whether the suspen-
sion position is in the critical section, or not, is based
on a state of the primary virtual machine (130).

3. The fault tolerant system according to claim 2,
wherein the state of the primary virtual machine (130)
includes any one of configuration information on an
interrupt mask, and contents of a flag register.
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4. The fault tolerant system according to claim 1,
wherein the determination of whether the suspen-
sion position is in the critical section, or not, is con-
ducted by configuring an event for suspension, and
determining whether a factor of suspension is
caused by the event, or not.

5. The fault tolerant system according to claim 1,
wherein the primary guest OS (140), and an appli-
cation (150) that runs on the primary guest OS are
described by an intermediate language, and
wherein the primary virtual machine (130) is config-
ured to determine whether the suspension position
is in the critical section, or not, on the basis of an
executed intermediate language instruction.

6. A method for performing a fault tolerant synchroni-
sation by a primary virtual machine (130) that is
formed on a primary machine (100) in which a pri-
mary hypervisor (120) runs, and is configured to in-
put virtual interrupt based on an external interrupt
from the primary hypervisor to a primary guest OS
(140), and a secondary virtual machine (230) that is
formed on a secondary machine (200) in which a
secondary hypervisor (220) runs, and is configured
to input the virtual interrupt to a secondary guest OS
(240) on the basis of timing information on the virtual
interrupt transmitted from the primary virtual ma-
chine, the method comprising:

when inputting the virtual interrupt to the primary
guest OS, suspending the primary guest OS,
and determining whether a suspension position
is in a critical section, or not, the critical section
being a section in a program that crashes a proc-
ess when a plurality of processing is executed
on a single resource at the same timing, and
being a section where an exclusive control such
as break instruction disablement is performed
by the program; and
if it is determined that the suspension position
is not in the critical section, inputting the virtual
interrupt at the suspension position, and
if it is determined that the suspension position
is in the critical section, changing the suspension
position and again determining whether the sus-
pension position is in the critical section, or not.

Patentansprüche

1. Fehlertoleranzsystem, aufweisend:

eine primäre virtuelle Maschine (130), die auf
einer primären Maschine (100) ausgebildet ist,
in welcher ein primärer Hypervisor (120) läuft,
und konfiguriert ist, um basierend auf einer ex-
ternen Unterbrechung von dem primären Hyper-

visor eine virtuelle Unterbrechung in ein primä-
res Gast-OS (140) einzugeben, und
eine sekundäre virtuelle Maschine (230), die auf
einer sekundären Maschine (200) ausgebildet
ist, in welcher ein sekundärer Hypervisor (220)
läuft, und konfiguriert ist, um die virtuelle Unter-
brechung basierend auf Zeitsteuerungsinforma-
tionen über die virtuelle Unterbrechung, die von
der primären virtuellen Maschine übertragen
werden, in ein sekundäres Gast-OS (240) ein-
zugeben,
wobei, wenn die virtuelle Unterbrechung in das
primäre Gast-OS eingegeben wird, die primäre
virtuelle Maschine konfiguriert ist, um das pri-
märe Gast-OS auszusetzen, und um zu bestim-
men, ob eine Aussetzungsposition in einem kri-
tischen Abschnitt ist oder nicht, wobei der kriti-
sche Abschnitt ein Abschnitt in einem Pro-
gramm ist, der einen Prozess abstürzen lässt,
wenn eine Vielzahl von Prozessen auf einer ein-
zelnen Ressource zum selben Zeitpunkt ausge-
führt wird, und ein Abschnitt ist, an welchem eine
exklusive Steuerung, wie etwa eine Pausenan-
weisungsdeaktivierung, durch das Programm
durchgeführt wird,
wobei, falls die primäre virtuelle Maschine be-
stimmt, dass sich die Aussetzungsposition nicht
in dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet, die primäre
virtuelle Maschine konfiguriert ist, um die virtu-
elle Unterbrechung an der Aussetzungsposition
einzugeben, und
wobei, falls die primäre virtuelle Maschine be-
stimmt, dass sich die Aussetzungsposition in
dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet, die primäre
virtuelle Maschine konfiguriert ist, um die Aus-
setzungsposition zu ändern, und erneut zu be-
stimmen, ob sich die Aussetzungsposition in
dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet oder nicht.

2. Fehlertoleranzsystem nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Bestimmung, ob sich die Aussetzungspo-
sition in dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet oder nicht,
auf einem Zustand der primären virtuellen Maschine
(130) basiert.

3. Fehlertoleranzsystem nach Anspruch 2,
wobei der Zustand der primären virtuellen Maschine
(130) irgendwelche Konfigurationsinformationen
über eine Unterbrechungsmaske sowie Inhalte ei-
nes Flag-Registers umfasst.

4. Fehlertoleranzsystem nach Anspruch 1,
wobei die Bestimmung, ob sich die Aussetzungspo-
sition in dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet oder nicht,
durchgeführt wird, indem ein Ereignis zur Ausset-
zung konfiguriert wird, und bestimmt wird, ob ein
Faktor einer Aussetzung durch das Ereignis bewirkt
wird oder nicht.
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5. Fehlertoleranzsystem nach Anspruch 1,
wobei das primäre Gast-OS (140) und eine Anwen-
dung (150), die in dem primären Gast-OS läuft, durch
eine Zwischensprache beschrieben werden, und
wobei die primäre virtuelle Maschine (130) konfigu-
riert ist, um zu bestimmen, ob sich die Aussetzungs-
position in dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet oder
nicht, auf der Basis einer ausgeführten Zwischen-
sprachenanweisung.

6. Verfahren zum Durchführen einer Fehlertoleranz-
synchronisation durch eine primäre virtuelle Maschi-
ne (130), die auf einer primären Maschine (100) aus-
gebildet ist, in welcher ein primärer Hypervisor (120)
läuft, und konfiguriert ist, um eine virtuelle Unterbre-
chung basierend auf einer externen Unterbrechung
von dem primären Hypervisor in ein primäres Gast-
OS (140) einzugeben, und eine sekundäre virtuelle
Maschine (230), die auf einer sekundären Maschine
(200) ausgebildet ist, in welcher ein sekundärer Hy-
pervisor (220) läuft, und konfiguriert ist, um die vir-
tuelle Unterbrechung in ein sekundäres Gast-OS
(240) auf der Basis von Zeitsteuerungsinformatio-
nen über die virtuelle Unterbrechung, die von der
primären virtuellen Maschine übertragen werden,
einzugeben, wobei das Verfahren aufweist:

wenn die virtuelle Unterbrechung in das primäre
Gast-OS eingegeben wird, Aussetzen des pri-
mären Gast-OS, und Bestimmen, ob sich eine
Aussetzungsposition in einem kritischen Ab-
schnitt befindet oder nicht, wobei der kritische
Abschnitt ein Abschnitt in einem Programm dar-
stellt, der einen Prozess abstürzen lässt, wenn
eine Vielzahl von Prozessen auf einer einzelnen
Ressource zum selben Zeitpunkt ausgeführt
wird, und einen Abschnitt darstellt, an welchem
eine exklusive Steuerung, wie etwa eine Pau-
senanweisungsaktivierung, durch das Pro-
gramm durchgeführt wird, und
falls bestimmt wird, dass sich die Aussetzungs-
position nicht in dem kritischen Abschnitt befin-
det, Eingeben der virtuellen Unterbrechung an
der Aussetzungsposition, und
falls bestimmt wird, dass sich die Aussetzungs-
position in dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet,
Ändern der Aussetzungsposition und erneutes
Bestimmen, ob sich die Aussetzungsposition in
dem kritischen Abschnitt befindet oder nicht.

Revendications

1. Système à tolérance de pannes, comprenant :

une machine virtuelle primaire (130) qui est for-
mée sur une machine primaire (100) dans la-
quelle fonctionne un hyperviseur primaire (120),

et est configurée pour entrer une interruption vir-
tuelle basée sur une interruption externe prove-
nant de l’hyperviseur primaire dans un SE hôte
primaire (140) ; et
une machine virtuelle secondaire (230) qui est
formée sur une machine secondaire (200) dans
laquelle fonctionne un hyperviseur secondaire
(220), et est configurée pour entrer l’interruption
virtuelle dans un SE hôte secondaire (240) sur
la base d’informations temporelles sur l’interrup-
tion virtuelle transmises par la machine virtuelle
primaire,
dans laquelle lors de l’entrée de l’interruption
virtuelle dans le SE hôte primaire, la machine
virtuelle primaire est configurée pour suspendre
le SE hôte primaire, et pour déterminer si une
position de suspension est dans une section cri-
tique ou non, la section critique étant une section
dans un programme qui fait planter un proces-
sus lorsqu’une pluralité de traitements est exé-
cutée sur une seule ressource au même mo-
ment, et étant une section où une commande
exclusive telle qu’une désactivation d’instruc-
tion de rupture est réalisée par le programme,
dans lequel si la machine virtuelle primaire dé-
termine que la position de suspension n’est pas
dans la section critique, la machine virtuelle pri-
maire est configurée pour entrer l’interruption
virtuelle au niveau de la position de suspension,
et
dans lequel si la machine virtuelle primaire dé-
termine que la position de suspension est dans
la section critique, la machine virtuelle primaire
est configurée pour modifier la position de sus-
pension, et déterminer à nouveau si la position
de suspension est dans la section critique ou
non.

2. Système à tolérance de pannes selon la revendica-
tion 1,
dans lequel la détermination du fait que la position
de suspension est dans la section critique ou non
est basée sur un état de la machine virtuelle primaire
(130).

3. Système à tolérance de pannes selon la revendica-
tion 2,
dans lequel l’état de la machine virtuelle primaire
(130) comprend l’un quelconque d’informations de
configuration sur un masque d’interruption et de con-
tenus d’un registre de drapeaux.

4. Système à tolérance de pannes selon la revendica-
tion 1,
dans lequel la détermination du fait que la position
de suspension est dans la section critique ou non
est menée en configurant un évènement de suspen-
sion, et en déterminant si un facteur de suspension
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est provoqué par l’évènement ou non.

5. Système à tolérance de pannes selon la revendica-
tion 1,
dans lequel le SE hôte primaire (140), et une appli-
cation (150) qui fonctionne sur le SE hôte primaire
sont décrits par un langage intermédiaire, et
dans lequel la machine virtuelle primaire (130) est
configurée pour déterminer si la position de suspen-
sion est dans la section critique ou non, sur la base
d’une instruction de langage intermédiaire exécutée.

6. Procédé de réalisation d’une synchronisation à to-
lérance de pannes par une machine virtuelle primai-
re (130) qui est formée sur une machine primaire
(100) dans laquelle fonctionne un hyperviseur pri-
maire (120), et est configurée pour entrer une inter-
ruption virtuelle basée sur une interruption externe
provenant de l’hyperviseur primaire dans un SE hôte
primaire (140), et une machine virtuelle secondaire
(230) qui est formée sur une machine secondaire
(200) dans laquelle fonctionne un hyperviseur se-
condaire (220), et est configurée pour entrer l’inter-
ruption virtuelle dans un SE hôte secondaire (240)
sur la base d’informations temporelles sur l’interrup-
tion virtuelle transmises par la machine virtuelle pri-
maire, le procédé comprenant :

lors de l’entrée de l’interruption virtuelle dans le
SE hôte primaire, la suspension du SE hôte pri-
maire, et la détermination du fait qu’une position
de suspension est dans une section critique ou
non, la section critique étant une section dans
un programme qui fait planter un processus lors-
qu’une pluralité de traitements est exécutée sur
une seule ressource au même moment, et étant
une section où une commande exclusive telle
qu’une désactivation d’instruction de rupture est
réalisée par le programme ; et
s’il est déterminé que la position de suspension
n’est pas dans la section critique, l’entrée de l’in-
terruption virtuelle au niveau de la position de
suspension, et
s’il est déterminé que la position de suspension
est dans la section critique, la modification de la
position de suspension et la détermination à
nouveau du fait que la position de suspension
est dans la section critique ou non.
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